79 Million
People using Social Media in Indonesia
2016
66 Million

Accessing Social Media
Using Mobile Devices

2016
ASEAN is home to 625 Million People and 725 Million Smartphones.
Jakarta 32 Million
Surabaya 10 Million
Bandung 9 Million People
Next city?
Tweet #banjir @petabencana and submit your report through the link provided

Send Telegram message /banjir to @bencanabot and submit your report through the link provided

http://www.petabencana.id/
How to Report Video: https://youtu.be/EfJRa9sF89Y
Jabodetabek flood
21-22 February 2017

1061 reports received in 24 hours. The website accessed by more than 256,000 unique users.
Critical infrastructure data shown in real-time alongside flood reports.
Risk Evaluation Matrix - interface for Command Center (Pusdalops) to share verified flood heights in RW scale
Flood map functions as decision making support in disaster situation.


*Source: Instagram @basukibtp*
Operating in open data environment: open API available for further use of data (e.g. feedback for evaluation of predictive model, Damage and Loss Assessment, future planning)

Software and base map available in open source for further use.